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Leave No “One” “Behind”

• Who is the “ONE”?

• “Behind” what/whom?
Who is the “ONE”? 

Deprived vs Vulnerable

- Static
- Current status
- From basic rights/needs
- Possession

VS

- Dynamic
- Change in status
- To changes (socio-eco-env-policy)
- Capability to adapt

Who is the “ONE”? deprived & vulnerable
Equal income of 1.8 USD per day on average

What kind of data?

- All equally poor
- All **Deprived** from basic needs, **But**
- Differently **vulnerable**, some more than others
- Different **abilities** in responding to undesirable changes
- Different **characteristics**, different **issues**
- Need different **policy support**
So, What kind of disaggregation?

Sex  Or other !!
Age
Migratory status
Income
Race
Ethnicity
location
Disability

Leave No “One” “Behind”

- Who is the “ONE”?
  - Deprived & vulnerable

- “Behind” what/whom?
“Behind” what / whom?

- Hard to reach
- Hidden pop
- …

Out of frame / design
Statistically speaking

- Small area est.
- Microdata (access)
- Data integration
- Disparity analysis

Behind averages
Analytically speaking

- Lack of specific targets
- Marginalized, discriminated against, excluded

Missed out from policy targets
Policy-wise

Who/what to include?

- What to analyse?
- To what level disaggregate?

Out of frame / design
Statistically speaking

- Who is IN?
- Who is OUT?

Behind averages
Analytically speaking

Missed out from policy targets
Policy-wise

Statistics Division
http://www.unescap.org/our-work/statistics
**Develop a disaggregation strategy**

- Don’t talk about **numbers**, talk about "people".
- Identify: Who is (not) "targeted" by policy?
- Analyze: Re-think

**Action framework for implementation of the regional strategy**

Interlinkages between goals and illustration of two work streams

**Goal 1** - Demand by policy priorities and public

**Goal 2** - Production of quality disaggregated statistics

**Goal 3** - Availability of & access to relevant and quality disaggregated data

**Goal 4** - Strategic planning and support for statistical development

- **Stream 1**: Activities that aim to enable policy environment to maintain demand for disaggregated population and social statistics and assure sustainable support to statistical development

- **Stream 2**: Activities that aim to improve quality of disaggregated statistics and relevant analyses in support of policy interventions and increase availability, accessibility and use of such statistics
THANK YOU!

- Actions taken by statistical system to address data disaggregation for monitoring national development plan or SDGs

- Suggestions for regional support to strengthen mandates for data disaggregation